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To Oak Forest Elementary Parents/Guardians:
Student safety is our top priority. In light of that, we will be adjusting arrival and dismissal procedures to create a safe
and efficient environment for our falcons.
We would like to thank you in advance for your patience and understanding during the first few weeks of school.
Dismissal can take a bit longer at the beginning of the year. For the first few weeks, students are learning the arrival
and dismissal procedures.
There will be three options for your child to be dismissed from Oak Forest Elementary:
(1) Car Rider
(2) Daycare / Transportation Provider / Bus (including Humble ISD Transportation) and
(3) Biker or Walker

Car Rider drop off and pick up will take place on the cafeteria/staff parking lot side of the campus(east side). This will
allow more cars off the street and the ability to unload (arrival) and load (dismissal) more students into their cars.
Because of this, the lines will move faster and cause less traffic to back up onto FM-1960. The below map shows
green arrows as a visual of car rider parents entering and exiting the parking lot. Cars will double stack in two lines
allowing us to load at least 10 cars at one time. Staff members open the car doors and assist students in getting in the
cars followed by closing the doors in order to make sure students are completely secure inside the vehicle. It is
important that all cars have an OFE Purple car rider sign with your child’s first and last name written in thick black
marker along with the child’s grade level. To avoid frustrations and to allow us to do our job safely and efficiently,
please do not skip the car rider line by parking and walking up to pick up your child.

The Buses and Specialized Programs: The buses will now arrive and dismiss students from the front of the building
(north side). The buses are displayed on the map as yellow arrows. We hope you understand and are patient and
helpful as we follow the new procedure and process.
These changes will be effective August 22, 2022.
We truly appreciate your patience and help!

Corinna Ferrier, Principal
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